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Ron Lee

The Corporate Ninja

Ron Lee, CSP*, is known globally as “The Corporate
Ninja”.

He’s a Conference and TEDx Speaker, Executive
Trainer and Consultant. Ron trained at the National
Institute of Dramatic Art and has studied six forms of
martial arts.

As well as having regularly lectured in Verbal
Communication at the University of New South Wales,
Ron trains senior executives internationally in performing arts- based presentations, leadership
and personal power using Eastern-Western Philosophies, Metaphysics, Martial Arts and the
Performing Arts.

Ron has been consulted by the CEOs of some of the top 100 corporations on four continents as
well as politicians and sports people. He has trained women to six world championships.

Ron is author of the book, “What Shintaro Taught Me – Zen and The Art of Success“, and has had
roles in eleven feature films including the legendary “Zombie Brigade”. He had cameo roles in the
film, “Mao’s Last Dancer” and in the television series, “Underbelly – The Golden Mile”, “Old
School” and “The Lost World”.

The Corporate Ninja helps you to empower yourself so you can achieve anything with less effort.

The Keynote Presentations and Master Classes are high-impact, interactive, effective and
memorable, so be prepared to step out of your comfort zone.

* CSP is the highest professional speaking designation in the world, with less than 9% of globally
registered speakers attaining this level. Ron is also on the international panel that decides who
receives the CSP.

Ron Lee talks about:

The Hoax – Everything is an illusion. Everything is perception. Nothing is as it seems. Ron Lee
plays the role of a Japanese industrial giant who is the central character in a motivationally
interactive and inspirational presentation designed and written specifically for your organisation.
He engages audience members to demonstrate the ways in which martial arts techniques assist
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individuals and companies in exceeding personal and corporate goals.

Ninja Secrets that Created World Champions – Strategies That you can immediately use
personally and in business.

Include Me In! Our Diversity is Our Super Power – Find out how the unified power of diversity
and inclusion can increase productivity and profit. The keynote can be presented as myself or in a
character that invites unconscious bias and assumptions.

Client testimonials

“ Many thanks for an excellent presentation on the final day of the Tandy Conference. As you
could tell from the standing ovation, the impact of your address was considerable and greatly
enjoyed by all. From an organiser’s point of view, all of the staff at On Targett would like to
extend our thanks for your most professional support and research to a very specific brief and
exacting client.

- On Targett Communications

“ The response from our staff feedback was excellent, with a number of comments outlining
how entertaining you were, but more importantly the valuable messages they got from the
session……participation in your session is a great way to incite involvement…this has been
one of the talking points since the conference ended.

- Telstra Consumer Marketing

“ It was a great sight to see 300 Accountants and Fund Managers listening to you extol the
virtues of martial arts in Japanese Management and then to see their faces when your secret
was revealed. One delegate, who once worked with you, did not know it was Ron Lee who had
her total attention. Unbelievable but true! Five months later our Members are still talking
about you. I doubt we will ever come across a better opening session.

- Count Wealth Accountants

“ A good number of our people have broken their own psychological barriers and seen beyond
the problem, which will no doubt have a positive impact on the way they do business in the
future.

- Dick Smith Electronics

“ Our associates are still amazed that for very astute financial planners they were not able to
see through your ruse!! The amazement on their faces was priceless.
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- Securitor Financial Group
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